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Summary 

First calculations of the structures of metal-free and complexed biaryl lactones and their confrr

mation by X-ray crystaIlography, the search for the transition states of their heIimerization 

processes, and the spectroscopic determination of the heIimerization barriers of related cyclic 

ethers by DNMR are reported. 

Introduction 

The directed, stereoselective ring opening of "axially prostereogenic" biaryl lactones is not 

only of high synthetic value [1], but also of great mechanistic importance, since it is based on 

an unprecedented novel principle in stereocontrol: A biaryl axis that is' already present in the 

molecule but that does not yet constitute a stable element of chirality is transformed into a 

configurationally stable axis in a stereocontroIled, atropisomer-selective way. For a better 

mechanistic understanding of this novel directed "twisting process", a detailed knowledge of 

the structural and energetic properties of the involved species and the determination of the 

transition states of the interconversion are of high interest. 

Calculation of "Axially Prostereogenic" Biaryl Lactones 

In the previous paper, we have reported on the synthesis of a whole series of new lactones 1, 

with a broad variety of residues R. Despite the fact that most of these bridged biaryls are not 

differentiated into stable atropisomers, they are not flat at all: As our semiempirical calculations 

(MNDO-AMl [2]) show, they are severely, heIicene-like distorted. The extent of this distor

sion depends on the size of the ortho-substituent R. The high reliability of these calculations 

can be seen by the comparison with the structures of the actual compounds measured by X -ray 

diffraction [3], showing a nearly perfect match with the calculated structures, e.g. for 1b (see 

fig.; solid line: calculated structure; dotted line: structure in the crystal). 
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Calculation of Transition States 
for Helimerization Processes of the Lactones 1 

In the simplest possible case, a planar geometry of the ring atoms might be expected for the 

transition state of the interconversion of the two he1imeric conformers (P)-l and (M)-l_ The 

SADDLE option, as included in MOPAC [2], allowed a localization of a planar transition state 

for the lactones la-c. In order to test whether the obtained structures are suited as transition 

states, the force constant matrix was calculated after optimization of the structure gradients_ 

Yet, only in the case of the un substituted lactone la, exactly one negative normal mode could 

be attributed, supporting the chemical relevance of this transition state_ The lactones with 

higher steric hindrance exhibit several non-allowed negative normal modes, though with a 

dominance of rotation of the substituents. Should future calculations to lower the number of 

those negative modes (lRC, DRC, EF [2]) still not be satisfying, a non-planar transition state, 

far more difficult to locate, must be postulated. With reference to the geometric similarity of 

the helimers and the transition state, this would lead to an asymmetric reaction path. 

Determination of the Activation Barrier 
for Helimerization Processes of Ether-Bridged Biaryls 2 

Regrettably, lactones of type la-c do not offer the possibility for investigating the rate of the 

helimerization process, due to the lack of diastereotopic nuclei that become enantiotopic at 

higher temperatures. Only the lac tones Id and le, bearing ethyl and isopropyl groups next to 

the biaryl axis, show this property, but they normally have no synthetic significance in natural 

products synthesis. For this reason, we aimed at an initial investigation of the corresponding 

cyclic ethers 2, since they all have diastereotopic/enantiotopic benzylic protons. By 

comparison of the helimerization barriers of the cyclic ethers 2d and 2e with those of the 

corresponding energies for the lac tones Id and le, a rescaling also for the simple lactones 

la-c should be possible. As a first step in this direction, the activation barrier for the atropiso

merization process of the ether 2c was investigated. Under additional incorporation of long 
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(P)-2 (A/)-2 

for R - CHJ : 

AG'" - 20.6 t 0.1 keol mol-1 (298 K) 

(by DNMR) 

range couplings, the spectra were simulated using the program DNMR5 by Binsch et aL [4]. 

Based on the Eyring-equation, the free activation enthalpy ~G:j: for the dimethyl compound 2c 

was determined to be 20.47 ± 0.14 kcal mol- l at 298 K. 

Calculation of the Intermediate Lactols and Metal Lactolates 3 

The calculation of structures and activation barriers for lactones and cyclic ethers is simulta

neously considered as simplified preliminary models for the really relevant species: the inter

mediate lactols and metallactolates - the compounds that are directly involved in the interesting 

stereoselective ring opening process. Besides the helical ring system, they contain an additio

nal stereocenter, so that no longer an enantiomerization process is being investigated, but the 

interconversion of diastereomers, which makes their investigation far more complex. Semi

empirical calculations give access to the structures of these stereoisomers, as well as their 

energies and their dipole moments, including hydrogen bonds and stability in different 

solvents. Thus, the structure of (M)-3a ("MLn" = H; pseudoaxial position of OH) was 

calculated to be -1.8 kcal mol- l more stable than (P)-3b ("MLn" = H; pseudoequatorial 

position of OH), predicting an anomeric-like effect. 

R 
(P)-3 (A/)-3 

(calculated for ML" - H) (calculated for MLn - H) 

First calculations of metallactolates, exemplarily starting with Zn and Li species, are under 

investigation. 
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